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ADVANTAGES

WHITE

RAL: 9010

RAL: 7038

GREY

BROWN

RAL: 8019

BEIGE
RAL: 1015

TERRACOTTA

RAL: 8023

BORDEAU

RAL: 3009

Roof drainage system design should be performed by an authorized and 
experienced designer, considering the requirements of EN 12056-3 and 
strictly following all national and local building codes and standards. The 
product is �t for rainwater handling from the roofs of residential, 
administrative and light industry buildings.
WARNING!!! In cases of installations on roofs of buildings in regions, 
susceptible to formation of snow and/or ice cover, please install suitable 
ice/snow protection �xtures on the roof, in order to prevent falling of 
ice/snow and serious damage to people and property.

All calculations are based on rainfall intensity of 80 l/(m2 x h) 

Distances between roo�ng tiles and gutters

The roo�ng tiles should be positioned according to the picture 
above. 

Calculating E�ective Roof Rainfall Area

The running outlet should be positioned minimum 10 m away 
from the beginning of the slope.
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Positioning
of the outlet

slope 8 mm/m slope 4 mm/m horizontal

l/sec m² l/sec m² l/sec m²

4,4 200 4,0 180 3,9 175

8,8 400 8,0 360 7,8 350
in the middle

at the end

FLOW RATES
(calculations according to EN 12056-3)

Conveniently combines two popular, elegant 
gutter styles in one product for higher 
�exibility. 
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2 in 1: STYLE AND FUNCTIONALITY

10 YEARS WARRANTY

Devorex warrants quality and performance of 
installations with system ELEGANCE 140 within a 
period of 10 years, subject to the warranty policy 
of the company.

Modern, “hanging” construction that employs 
strong gutter bracket, completely hidden behind 

the gutter pro�le. 

“INVISIBLE” BRACKETS

State - of the -art system for secure �xation and 
reliable thermal compensation, guarantees 
watertight installation.

RELIABLE INSTALLATION

Specially developed to meet the critical 
requirements of the PVC rainwater management.

STATE-OF-THE-ART UV PROTECTION
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DESIGN

ARCTIC

PRIME

SOFFIT

XDRAIN

CLASSIC 120
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Two gutter pro�les


